
Datasets for Molecular GeometryGeneration from Energy Poten-tials using Variational Inference
Description
Molecules play a vital role in a wide range of scientific disciplines, including drugdiscovery, materials science, and environmental research. The precise generation ofmolecular geometries is a pivotal task with extensive practical applications. Varia-tional Inference (VI) presents an efficient approach to tackle this challenge by learn-ing generative models. However, existing VI methods for molecular generation haveprimarily been tested on simple molecules, limiting their applicability to complexchemical systems [1, 2, 3].

This thesis is in cooperation with AIMat, a research group at KIT that is led by Prof.Friederich.Tasks
The tasks in this project will involve:• Benchmark Dataset Creation. Curate a diverse dataset of molecules with vary-ing complexities, properties, and structures.• Benchmarking. Benchmark recent VI methods on the dataset, quantifying theireffectiveness in generating molecules with desired properties.Prerequisites
We expect the student to possess the following prerequisites:• Strong Programming Skills: Proficiency in Python programming is required toundertake this research successfully.• Machine Learning Expertise: A solid foundation in both theoretical and appliedMachine Learning concepts is helpful for this research project.• Interest in Interdisciplinary Topics: This research project involves interdisci-plinary aspects, so a genuine interest in exploring and collaborating on topicsbeyond Machine Learning is highly valued.Please note that while we expect proficiency in the aforementioned areas, we do notrequire prior background knowledge in chemistry for this research.References
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